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Basic technology will continue to improve and be faster and cheaper. As that happens, the digital

divide for the most basic services — like smartphones and home internet — will continue to shrink.

The introduction of newer, more advanced, and costly technologies will add capabilities but

also costs for consumers. Technologies will add entertainment options for families -- including smart

televisions or digital voice assistants – but will also offer safety enhancements like household

thermostats and security systems or wearable devices for health and wellness. They will add monetary

cost as well as the time it takes to learn about a new product or process, cancellation fees, and

psychological effort and time to implement and incorporate it into their lives. ALICE families especially

will not have the time or funds to adopt these new technologies and the gap in health and access to

information will grow wider.43

More jobs require technology. In the face of rapidly rising computing power, an ability to work with

data and make data-based decisions will become an increasingly vital skill even within maintainer jobs,

so ALICE workers will need new skill sets. With increased mechanization, many jobs will require

working alongside machines as well as building and repairing them. The McKinsey Global Institute

estimates that in 60 percent of all occupations, an average of 30 percent of work activities are

automatable, and therefore more workers will be required to work alongside machines.44

The gig economy will continue to grow, placing more demands on technology and remote work

opportunities. Nationwide, there are an estimated 56.7 million freelancers, an increase of 3.7 million

over the past five years. Americans are also spending more time freelancing, with an increase in 72

million hours, on average, from 2015 to 2018. Freelancers rely on technology for finding and doing

work. In 2018, 68 percent of freelancers reported that they found work online (a 22-point increase from

2014). These trends are expected to continue in the coming years, increasing the demand for

innovation and expansion in the tech industry.45

Technology with change safety risks and benefits for many ALICE workers. Advances in

technology offer new means to provide safety benefits through monitoring and measurement, such as

minimizing exposure to hazardous materials and increasing quality control. For those working outside

of regulated companies, such as many gig-economy workers, traditional worker safety protections are

not applicable, exposing workers to risks. For ALICE consumers and patients, technology can improve

public safety by automating processes to reduce human error such as in long-distance driving and

emergency response.46



The health care industry will increasingly rely on mobile health technology. This trend has the 
potential to cut costs for health care providers, employers, and consumers. For example, for hospitals, 
retaining qualified health professionals on-site can be expensive, especially in rural areas. Mobile 
health technology can facilitate the sharing of health staff across hospital systems, thus cutting costs.47

For employers, telemedicine could provide more than $6 billion in savings to U.S. companies as a 
feature of their employee health plans.48 For consumers, access to mobile health services cuts down 
on transportation costs, saves time, provides improved access to providers, and helps people avoid 
using more expensive health care options, like the emergency room (which is used more frequently by 
low-income people for non-urgent, routine care). Digital health services have also been shown to 
improve health outcomes, including a decrease in blood glucose levels, diabetes-related eye diseases, 
hospitalizations, and blood pressure.49 However, ensuring that these benefits can reach all Americans 
will require the closing of the digital divide and more widespread access to mobile health technology 
via health plans and health providers.
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